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Abstract: In this article we propose a simple method to estimate the Kolmogorov complexity of a finite word written over a finite alphabet. Usually it is estimated by the ratio of the length of a word’s archive to the original length of the word. This approach is not satisfactory for the theory of information because it does not give an abstract measure. Moreover, Kolmogorov complexity approach is not satisfactory in the practical tasks of the compressibility estimation because it measures the potential compressibility by means of the compression itself. There is another measure of a word’s complexity - subword complexity, which is equal to the number of different subwords in the word. We show the computation difficulties connected with the usage of subword complexity and propose a new simple measure of a word’s complexity, which is practically convenient development of the notion of subword complexity.

1 INTRODUCTION

In this article we propose a simple method to estimate the Kolmogorov complexity (Li and Vitanyi, 1997) of a finite word written over a finite alphabet. In simple terms, the Kolmogorov complexity of a given word is the shortest word needed to express the original word (without changes in the alphabet). For example, the word "yesyesyesyesyes" can be expressed as "5 times yes", but the word "saifjns xckjhas" does not seem to have any shorter expression except itself. The more regularities and repetitions we have in a word, the less information it potentially contains and the more compressible it is.

To define Kolmogorov complexity formally, we must first specify a description language for strings. Let’s choose an encoding for Turing machines, where an encoding is a function which associates to each Turing Machine $M$ a bitstring $m$. If $M$ is a Turing Machine which on input $w$ outputs string $x$, then the concatenated string $mw$ is a description of $x$.

The complexity of a string is the length of the string’s shortest description in the above description language with fixed encoding. The sensitivity of complexity relative to the choice of description language is discussed in (Li and Vitanyi, 1997). It can be shown that the Kolmogorov complexity of any string cannot be too much larger than the length of the string itself. Strings whose Kolmogorov complexity is small relative to the string’s size are not considered to be complex. The notion of Kolmogorov complexity is surprisingly deep and can be used to state and prove impossibility results akin to Godel’s incompleteness theorem and Turing’s halting problem [Wikipedia].

Kolmogorov complexity is an important characteristic of information used in both theoretical investigations of information theory and practical applications of data compression. There are no direct methods to compute Kolmogorov complexity, so usually it is estimated by the ratio of the length of a word’s archive to the original length of the word. The archive here is created with one of the known data compressors. This approach ("Approximation by Compression" or AbC) to Kolmogorov complexity estimation is dependent on the particular method of data compression, so it is not satisfactory for the theory of information as an abstract measure. Practical tasks of the compressibility estimation cannot apply this approach as well because it use the compression itself to predict the compressibility of data.

There is another measure of a word’s complexity - subword complexity (Gheorghiciuc, 2004), which is equal to the number of different subwords in the word. Subword complexity seems to reflect the same characteristic as Kolmogorov complexity. Its variety of subwords in a word corresponds to the extent of regularity and repetition in the word’s structure; however, subword complexity does not depend on outer algorithms and offer an inherent measure of the word’s complexity.

The third common approach to the computation of the word's complexity is Shannon entropy. It uses the distribution of letters in the word to estimate the word’s informativeness: \[ H = \sum_{i=1}^{A} p_i \log (1/p_i), \] where \( A \) is the word's alphabet, \( p_i \in [0,1] \) is the relative frequency of the \( i \)-th letter in the word. From our point of view it is a variant of the subword complexity where the length of a subword is limited to 1 and instead of the "number of different subwords" we use one simple function of the "frequencies of different letters". One can find the detailed comparison between Shannon entropy and Kolmogorov complexity in (Grunwald and Vitanyi, 2004). Not going into the details here we must note that Shannon entropy is a "rougher" measure of the informativeness than subword complexity. For example, statistics of the symbols \([0, 1]\), laying behind Shannon entropy, will consider this two strings "0000011111" and "0110001110" as equally complex because both contain 5 "zeros" and 5 "units", while subword complexity will reflect more complex inner structure of the second word.

We begin the article with the demonstration of computation difficulties connected with the usage of subword complexity. These difficulties inspire us to analyze the structure of subword complexity and propose a new simple measure of a word’s complexity, which is the development of the notion of subword complexity but also corresponds to the AbC much better.

2 THEORY

Definition 1. Let \( W = (w_1, \ldots, w_n) \) be a finite word whose length is \( n = |W| \), where \( \forall i = 1, \ldots, n, w_i \in A = \{a_1, \ldots, a_{|A|}\} \), \( A \) is a finite set. Any word \( W_j = (w_i, \ldots, w_j) \), where \( 1 \leq i \leq j \leq n \), consisting of consecutive letters of \( W \) is called a subword of \( W \). A subword whose length is \( k \) is called a \( k \)-subword.

Definition 2. Let us consider a word \( W \). The number of distinct \( k \)-subwords of the word \( W \) is called the \( k \)-subword complexity \( K_k(W) \) of \( W \). The number of all distinct subwords of \( W \) is called the subword complexity \( K(W) \) of \( W \).

Definition 3. A random word is a word \( W_H = (b_1, \ldots, b_n) \) over the alphabet \( A = \{a_1, \ldots, a_{|A|}\} \), where \( \forall i = 1, \ldots, n, \forall j = 1, \ldots, |A| \) \( P(b_i = a_j) = 1/|A| \).

To compute the number of \( k \)-subwords in a given word of length \( n \), we need to perform \( O(n - k + 1) \) operations. Summing over all \( k = \sum_{i=1}^{n} K_k(W) \) and applying the formula for the sum of arithmetic progression to \( n \) terms, we have time complexity \( O(n^2) \). This time complexity is too high to apply the notion of subword complexity in practice for long words. Evidently the subword complexity is summed from the \( k \)-subword complexities, which are computed successively:

\[ \sum_{k=1}^{n} K_k(W) = K(W) \] \hspace{1cm} (1)

But do all the \( k \)-subword complexities give an informative contribution to understanding the inner structure of a given word? If we take a very small \( k \), then almost all the possible \( k \)-subwords will exist in a sufficiently long word, so for small subwords the \( k \)-subword complexity tends to be equal to \( |A|^k \):

\[ \lim_{|W| \to \infty} K_k(W) = |A|^k \] \hspace{1cm} (2)

On the other hand, for a large \( k \) almost all the \( k \)-subwords are different, so the number of different \( k \)-subwords tends to be equal to the number of all \( k \)-subwords, which is equal to \( n - k + 1 \) (we must note that this situation is typical even for \( k << n \)):

\[ \lim_{|W| \to \infty} K_k(W) = n - k + 1 \] \hspace{1cm} (3)

We see that usually in both cases the \( k \)-subword complexity is determined by the global parameters of a given word such as the size of the alphabet or the word’s length. "Good" values of \( k \) are supposedly situated between "small" and "large", so we will search such \( k \) that satisfy both conditions simultaneously:

\[ k = k_0 : |A|^{k_0} = \lim_{|W| \to \infty} K_{k_0}(W) = n - k_0 + 1 \Rightarrow |A|^{k_0} = n - k_0 + 1 \Rightarrow k_0 \approx \log_{|A|}n \] \hspace{1cm} (4)

This \( k_0 \) is not necessarily integer, so we will approximate the value of \( K_{k_0}(W) \) by the interpolation polynomial in the Lagrange form:

\[ K_{k_0}(W) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} K_{k_i}(W) \prod_{j \neq i} \left( \frac{k_j - k_i}{k_i - k_j} \right) \] \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( B = 1, \ldots, p \setminus \{i\}, p = 4 \) and \( k_1, \ldots, k_4 \) used for the approximation are the nearest integers.
Now let us normalize $K_{k_0}(W)$, so that our new complexity function would take values in the segment $[0,1]$. Both Kolmogorov and subword complexity approaches agree that random words have the highest complexity among all the words with fixed length over a fixed alphabet. It means that we can normalize $K_{k_0}(W)$ by dividing it by $\tilde{K}_{k_0}(W_H)$, which is the average $k_0$-subword complexity of random words $W_H$ having the same length ($|W| = |W_H|$) and written over the same alphabet as $W$ ($\Lambda = \Lambda_H$):

$$\Phi(W) = \frac{K_{k_0}(W)}{\tilde{K}_{k_0}(W_H)} \tag{6}$$

This normalized $k_0$-subword complexity is the proposed measure of the word’s complexity. We suggest to call the function $\Phi(W)$ the $k_0$-measure. In (Ivanko, 2008) author obtained an explicit formula for the approximation of the average $k$-subword complexity $\tilde{K}_k(W_H)$ of a finite random word over a finite alphabet $\Lambda_H$:

$$\tilde{K}_k(W_H) = |\Lambda|^k \left(1 - \frac{1}{|\Lambda|^k} n^{-k+1}\right) \tag{7}$$

Substituting $k = k_0 \approx \log_{|\Lambda|} n$, we turn the above expression (7) into

$$\tilde{K}_{k_0}(W_H) \approx |\Lambda|^{\log_{|\Lambda|} n} \left(1 - \frac{1}{|\Lambda|^{|\log_{|\Lambda|} n|}} n^{-\log_{|\Lambda|} n+1}\right)$$

Simplifying it, we have

$$\tilde{K}_{k_0}(W_H) = n \left(1 - \frac{1}{n} n^{-\log_{|\Lambda|} n+1}\right) \tag{8}$$

Sending $n$ to infinity, we get

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{\tilde{K}_{k_0}(W_H)}{n} = \lim_{n \to \infty} \left(1 - \frac{1}{n} n^{-\log_{|\Lambda|} n+1}\right) = e^{-1}$$

The result (9) is of independent theoretical interest. It states that the ratio of the average $k_0$-subword complexity of a random word to the word’s length goes to the constant $1 - \frac{1}{e}$ when the length of the word goes to infinity. Returning to our reasoning this limit gives us a simple approximation for $\tilde{K}_{k_0}(W_H)$:

$$\tilde{K}_{k_0}(W_H) \approx n \left(1 - \frac{1}{e}\right) \tag{10}$$

Finally we have to substitute (5) and (10) to (6). It is easy to see that the time complexity of the computation of $\Phi(W)$ is $O(n)$.

### 3 EXPERIMENTS

In this section we present some experiments comparing subword complexity, AbC of Kolmogorov complexity and $k_0$-measure. Here and below AbC of a word was computed as the reciprocal compression ratio of the word by the archiver WinRAR 3.80 Beta 5 at “maximum compression”; subword complexity is normalized here as the ratio of the number of different subwords in the word to the average number of different subwords in random words of the same length over the same alphabet: $K(W)/K(W_H)$. Firstly we show that the normalized subword complexity is not only difficult to compute but also insensitive and weakly corresponds to the AbC of Kolmogorov complexity. We can experimentally show it for words of relatively small length representing three types of natural character sequences: a DNA sequence (Figure 1), an English text (Figure 2) and a binary file (Figure 3). We see that the $k_0$-measure corresponds to the AbC of Kolmogorov complexity much better than the normalized subword complexity. It is practically difficult to compute subword complexity for long words, so further experiments with $n \leq 10000$ are devoted to the comparison of AbC and $k_0$-measure approximations of Kolmogorov complexity. Below on Figures 4-6 we show examples of graphs for the same three types of words taken from practice: a DNA word, a natural language text and a binary file. DNA-words show the worst correspondence between AbC and $k_0$-measure. We cannot explain it theoretically, but let us note that both AbC and $k_0$-measure decrease for $n \leq 2500$ and both start to increase for $n \geq 2500$. The next example presents the results for words of a natural language. Texts show the best correspondence between AbC and $k_0$-measure. It is important for practice, because natural language texts are one of the usual objects for data compression. Binary files give almost as good correspondence between AbC of Kolmogorov complexity and $k_0$-measure as natural language texts do.
4 CONCLUSIONS

The proposed $k_0$-measure combines three important characteristics: it is inherent to the word and does not depend on any outer algorithms; $k_0$-measure prediction of the Kolmogorov complexity in some degree corresponds to the AbC prediction; it is easy to compute. All the above allows us to assume that $k_0$-measure is a good instrument to approximate the Kolmogorov complexity of words in both theoretical and practical tasks. Finally we must note that the theory of this article may be fully extended from 1-dimension words to $n$-dimensional finite objects over finite alphabets.
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Figure 1: Graphics comparing the subword complexity, AbC of Kolmogorov complexity and $k_0$-measure for parts of a DNA sequence. The parts here consist of the first $25 \cdot i, i = 1..12$, characters of a human Y-chromosome downloaded from NCBI.

Figure 2: Graphics comparing the subword complexity, AbC of Kolmogorov complexity and $k_0$-measure for parts of an English text. The parts here consist of the first $25 \cdot i, i = 1..12$, characters of the book by R. Descartes "Discourse on the Method of Rightly Conducting the Reason and Seeking Truth in the Sciences", where all the characters except Latin letters are removed.

Figure 3: Graphics comparing the subword complexity, AbC of Kolmogorov complexity and $k_0$-measure for parts of a binary file. The parts here consist of the first $25 \cdot i, i = 1..12$, characters of binary file “explorer.exe”, which is included in MS Windows Vista 32.

Figure 4: Graphic comparing AbC and $k_0$-measure approximations of Kolmogorov complexity for DNA-words. A DNA-word here is the first $25 \cdot i, i = 1..400$, characters of a human Y-chromosome downloaded from NCBI.
Figure 5: Graphic comparing AbC and $k_0$-measure approximations of Kolmogorov complexity for a natural language text. A word here is the first $25 \cdot i, i = 1..400$, characters of the book by R. Descartes "Discourse on the Method of Rightly Conducting the Reason and Seeking Truth in the Sciences", where all the characters except Latin letters are removed.

Figure 6: Graphic comparing AbC and $k_0$-measure approximations of Kolmogorov complexity for binary words. A binary word here is the first $25 \cdot i, i = 1..400$, characters of the file "explorer.exe", which is included in MS Windows Vista 32.